Comments from El Pilar Guest Book

“…very interesting to view restored locations where “normal” people lived.”
Laura Morrison

“Changed my life!”
Jedidiah Kile, San Pedro, Columbia, Toledo

“Most wonderful site in Belize”
Jonathan

“Magical – I felt like a 19th century explorer deciphering temples from jungle hills.”
Tim McGirk, MX

“Good to see what it looks like before excavation. Indiana Jones adventure.”
Tony Ackroyd, Brighton, England

“Seen things never seen before. Thank you.”
Robert and Peggy Thompson, USA

“Great site, appreciate leaving it natural.”
Glenn and Cindy Johnson, Illinois

“It is a magical place, may it remain untouched.”
Ronie Benck, NY
“I really like the idea of part excavation and leaving the rest to your imagination.”
Lucy Watton, London, UK

“A unique and pleasing aesthetic that is both challenging and stimulating for the imagination.”
Joseph Mowers, Ames, IA

“Like no other Maya site – they should all be like El Pilar.”
David Hodell, Gainesville, FL

“I think this is a beautiful example of what this place has looked like. Keep it!” So different.
Kimberly, Athens, GA

“This 84 year old appreciated the railings.”
Caroline Dauk, Sask, Canada

“A timely peaceful enjoyable walk. Helped one to get a better understanding of early life – superb tour guide.”
Marj Shaw, Sacred Hearts College, San Ignacio

“Never been here, nor done that: trust to share and enjoy in the future.”
Jorge Skimmer-Klee, Guatemala’s Ambassador

“I love the mix Fauna/Flora and archeological site.”
Stephanie Leger, Montreal, Canada

“Wonderful site and I love that it is so well maintained with the floral”
Angela, Grinell, Iow

“Enchanting and educational”
Zenaida Moy, Belize City

“Refreshing and beautiful”
Katharine Nigh
People visit El Pilar from all over the world!
El Pilar has had visitors from:

USA
Canada
Mexico
Guatemala
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Trinidad
Bahamas
Barbados
India
Australia
Europe – UK, Germany, Holland, Norway, Switzerland, France,
Netherlands, Austria, Italy, Portugal

Come visit us at El Pilar!